Son of a Preacher – Dusty Springfield
Joss Stone version
(Key of G, 94 BPM) – Revised (ride next to last note) 7/1/13

I (Drums) (G)-4X

V1 “Billy Ray was a preacher’s son and when his daddy...”
(G) (C G) (G) (D7)-4X

C1 “The only one who could ever reach me, was the son...”
[(G) (C G)]-2X (G D7) (C)

Fill (G)-2X

V2 “Being good isn’t always easy no matter how hard I’d...”
(G) (C G) (G) (D7)-3X

C2 (same) “The only one who could ever reach me, was...”

B “How well I remember, the look was in his eyes...”
(F)-2X (C)-2X (D7)-2X (G)-2X

C3 “The only one who could ever reach me, was the son...”
[(C) (F C)]-2X (C G) (F)

Coda {[(C) (F C)]-2X}-3X w/ vocal ad lib
B/U: “The only one who could ever reach me, was the son of a preacher man; the only one who could ever teach me, was the son of a preacher man.”-3x
(C) (F......F)

Vocal ad lib (no instruments)
(Drum pick up) (C)-ride (C)